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Fidelity Law Launches Coordinated Offensive Programs Against the Major
Creditors

Fidelity Law has just announced the launch of a series of new programs designed to protect
consumers from their creditors. Countless Americans have decided to find help now.
www.FidelityLawCorp.com/

Los Angeles, CA (PRWEB) December 05, 2011 -- Fidelity Law has just announced the launch of a series of
new programs designed to protect consumers from their creditors during the holiday season, and afterwards.
Most creditors view the holidays as an ideal time to trick consumers in to increasing their debts beyond their
means. Fidelity Law has now announced several new programs and services designed to help consumers
combat these retailer and creditor tactics and to help clients permanently overcome their struggles with debt.

The levels of consumer spending skyrocket every year around the holidays. Retailers and creditors exacerbate
this condition by offering seasonal discounts on merchandise and instant credit programs for impulse buyers, all
with the goal of increasing their company profits. But the aftermath of these consumer spending sprees is
fraught with financial devastation and economic despair, as honest Americans are then forced to deal with
outrageous interest rates, late fees and penalties that last for months or years after their holiday purchases are
made. But now, Fidelity Law has announced to the public several new programs and services which can help
Americans break this vicious cycle and allow them to take back control of their financial futures.

Fidelity Law is a Professional Corporation consisting of expert lawyers who have developed multiple unique
and innovative solutions to achieve the goals of its clients. This client centered approach gives clients the
opportunity to avoid unfair debt collection practices and to achieve the strongest position with respect to their
secured and unsecured debt. Fidelity Law maintains the highest standards of client services, ensuring that every
client receives proper updates as well as regular e-mails and phone calls throughout the duration of their
representation to enhance their experience.

To learn more about how to avoid the unfair tactics of your creditors and to free yourself from burdensome
debt, please contact Fidelity Law at the contact information below.

CONTACT:
Fidelity Law, a Professional Corporation
Phone - (310) 854-4245
Fax – (888) 214-0264
Contact(at)FidelityLawCorp(dot)com
www.FidelityLawCorp.com
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Contact Information
Fidelity Law, APC
Fidelity Law, APC
http://www.FidelityLawCorp.com
(310)854-4245

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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